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Abstract— the proposed work is survey on   extract common feature of   lip   reading using DWT and LSDA 

technique also compare the common feature extraction modules. Proposed two stage feature extraction 

technique is exceedingly discriminative, précised and computation efficient. We have used, Discrete Wavelet 

Transform (DWT) to reduce autocorrelation spectral information and extract only the salient visual speech 

information from lip portion. In the second stage the Locality Sensitive Discriminate Analysis (LSDA) is used 

to further deduction the feature dimension while preserving the required identifiable ability. A important 

feature extraction module result a novel automatic lip reading system. We have compared performance of 

classical Naive Bayes with the popular SVM classifier. The CUAVE database is used for experimentation and 

performance comparison. Experimental results show that DWT+LSDA feature mining is better than DWT 

with PCA or LDA. The performance of Naïve Bayes classifier is exceedingly augmented with DWT+LSDA. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Lip reading is a technique of identifying the speech by visually interpreting the movements of the lips 

and tongue. Although primarily lip reading was used by deaf and hard of hearing people, in the recent past 

computerized lip reading has become one of the most actively researched areas of computer vision because of its 

crime finding potential and invariance to acoustic noisy environment.  The two fundamental steps of lip reading 

are feature extraction and feature classification. Further feature extraction is made through two basic ways: 1) 

lip contour guided geometrical model and 2) active appearance guided DCT or DWT models. Performance of 

lip contour guided geometrical model highly depends on the contour tracking accuracy. It is not suitable for real 

time application due to accuracy and complexity trade off.  

 

 Also the geometrical model highly depends on the contour tracking accuracy. It is not suitable for real 

time application due to accuracy and complexity trade off. Also the geometrical feature guided model fails to 

include lip inner cavity information. On the other side active appearance model extract features by using 

greyscale intensity transformation and is weak in preserving minute geometrical variations. Major challenge 

faced by the active appearance model are human produces less visual variation as compared to acoustic 

phonetics, human practice the phonemes right from the childhood however not the visemes. Lip reading 

accuracy highly depends on ambient light, ability to identify identical visemes associated with different 

utterances, skill to deal with poor motion or visual difference exhibited by individuals. Initially E. Petajan 

experimented on lip-reading to enhance speech recognition [1]. In this paper focus is on active appearance 

model as it has the ability to include cavity information. Notion is to take support from cavity features like 

percentage appearance of teeth and tongue, particularly when lip motion can't be monitord accurately or even if 

monitored doesn't help much in estimation. Foremost constrain of appearance model is feature vector size.  

 

 State of the art literatures deal with DCT or DWT as the foremost step of active appearance model. 

DCT enlightens about spectral information. Shifting in the DC coefficient is a guideline of teeth visibility, 

variance among the AC coefficients is used to train the classifier. DCT works well for a limited dictionary, for 

example vowel detection or decimal points. Above described transformations are often combined with a 
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dimension reduction stage like Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), in 

order to design a realizable system, requiring feasible number of computation for training as well as testing. 

PCA is a method aims to reduce the data size while minimizing the error between the actual and recovered data. 

LDA aims to have better classification and preserved the discriminating features. However demand of lip 

reading systems is fore mostly to concentrate on the lip shape and then do the discrimination analysis. This 

paper presents a Locality Guided Discriminate Analysis of DWT for lip reading application. Soul contribution is 

robust feature extraction. Performance of ancient Naive Bays Classifier has been investigated and produced to 

show the strength of hauled out feature. The speech reading system proposed by Bregler [2] et al. used Eigen 

lips as feature vectors. Potamianos et al. Compared three linear image transforms namely PCA, DWT and DCT 

transform techniques [3]. R. Seymour et al. [4] used comparison of image transform features in visual speech 

recognition of clean and corrupted videos. They evaluated fast discrete curvalet transform (FDCT), DCT, PCA 

and LDA methods. Frame work of proposed lip reading model is described in section-II. Section-III deals with 

the detail description of LSDA. Experimentation results and description of test corpus is given in section-IV. 

Finally section-V is based on our conclusion and scope for future work 

 

II . LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

A .PROPOSED LIP READING FRAMEWORK 

 

A typical lip reading system consists of four major stages: video frame normalization, lip localization,feature 

extraction, and the final step is classifier. Fig. 1 shows the major steps used in the proposed lip reading process. 

 

 

B.VIDEO SEGMENTATION AND LIP CONTOUR LOCALIZATION 

 

Computer camera take video and audio   we   have used audio analysis, using Pratt software to segment 

the time duration and the associated video frames of each digit which is utterance. On an average 16 frames are 

sufficient for utterance of any digit between 0-9.Out of 16 frames we have selected 10 significant frames. Mean 

square Difference as given in equation (1) is computed for all the frames and is arranged in decreasing order and 

initial 10- frames are selected for feature extraction. This step resembles the dynamic time wraping operation of 

speech analysis. Outcome is an optimal alignment of utterances. The number of frames for each utterance is 

made same such that the feature vectors size remains same for each utterance. 

 

  Lip detection or segmentation is very difficult problem due to the low gray scale variation around the 

mouth.   Colour pixel based features, especially red appearance of lips, have been preferred by most researchers 

to segment lips from the primarily skin background. However, colour   representation can be influenced by 

background lights, and red blobs in the speaker's clothing can cause segmentation failures. We have used 

Adaboost algorithm for face and mouth detection. A sample result is shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig 2(b).  
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  Adaboost  classifier to rapidly detect any object including human face. They presented a face detector 

which uses a holistic approach and is much faster than any fellow. Adaboost classifier cascades the Haar like 

features and not pixels features, hence fast and work accurately for human face detection [5]. Adaboost forms a 

product of Haar-like operators at each image location and at several scales and then to use the results to train 

weak classifiers. Single strong object classifier is then formed by cascading these weak classifiers. The 

advantage of having weak classifiers operating in cascade is that early processing can isolate regions of likely 

object locations, to bear on these regions in subsequent operations ROI is a rectangle image containing speaker’s 

mouth and has fixed size. Based size we deduct required image 

 

C. FRAME NORMALIZATION AND DWT 

 

Image transform methods attempt to transform image pixels of video frame into a new space which 

separates Less content information and provides better discrimination. Before applying transformation on lip, 

ROI it is rotated for orientation alignment with respect to a static reference frame and is passed through an LPF 

to remove high frequency noise. DWT is used in view of reducing the feature dimension. Goal is to select only 

those coefficients which play the dominant role in the representation of lip motion. The wavelet transform can 

be act as  edge detector that represents the singularity of an image at multiple scales and three different 

orientations — horizontal, vertical, and diagonal. If the singularity is within the support of a wavelet basis 

function, then the corresponding wavelet coefficient is large. the smooth image region is represented by a 

cascade of small wavelet coefficients across scale. In standard wavelet decomposition based approach, each 

level of filtering splits the input image into four parts via pair of low-pass and high-pass filters with respect to 

column vectors and row vectors of the image array. Then the low spatial frequency sub-image is selected for 

further decomposition. After 3-levels of decomposition the lowest spatial-frequency approximation sub-image, 

finally we got image reduced size of image dimension is 150x150 pixel and low pass and high pass filter used as 

wavelet transform.  

 

III. PCA, LDA AND LSDA FOR DIMENSION REDUCTION 

 

proposed DCT and LSDA based Feature Extraction for lip reading [7]. In this section, we will 

introduce the feature extraction method briefly. DWT is used widely for image compression. Popularly the low 

frequency sub-band coefficients of DWT are given prior consideration and primarily considered as visual 

features for lip reading. Applying more decomposition levels will produce smaller feature vector but at the cost 

of lessening the associated discriminating property. Other commonly used dimension reduction operators are 

Principal Com  step feature extraction technique. The approximation coefficient obtained by applying DWT 

coefficients are further reduced in size by LSDA to obtain more précised and highly discriminating set of 

feature. PCA is the optimal statistical approach used to minimise the mean square error and is obtained when a 

vector is projected onto the basis function in the principal direction. PCA represents the data in a new coordinate 

system in which basis vectors, also called the Eigen vectors, follow modes of greatest variance in the data. In 

image analysis applications, standard practice of obtaining PCA is 2D image array are converted into row or 

column vectors. 
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IV. PROPOSED LIPREADING METHODOLOGY 

 

Final Stage of lip reading system is feature classification and assigning a class number to the associated 

video sequence. There are varieties of classifiers available. Selection of appropriate classifier is crucial. The two 

classifiers investigated and compared in this work are the classical Naive Bayes (NB), a probabilistic method 

and the recently introduced Support Vector Machine (SVM) . A flow chart of the steps involved in our 

simulation technique is shown in Fig. 4. Capture video contains extra significant frames and using Adaboost 

software lip localization by selecting Correct dimensions of lip then row and column operations of matrix covert 

to vector dimension 2D DWT  We further reduce dimension using LSDA   by  taking only low frequency 

component after this using  Classifier train image of frame along with class level And stored in database .DWT 

attempts to transform image pixels of significant lip frame into a new space which separates redundant 

information and provides better discrimination 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Flowchart for DWT-LSDA lip reading implementation 

 

 

A . CUAVE database 

 

We performed our simulation on CUAVE database. CUAVE database is a standard data base and its 

video frame rate is 30 frame/sec   it  contains    mixture of white and black feature. Database are continues and 

with pause   Also data recorded   with sequential and random manner 

 

V .CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we have compared DWT +PCA, DWT +LDA, DWT +LSDA features for lip reading. 

DWT+LSDA feature performance is better. SVM and Naive Bayes are trained for feature classification. A 

subset from CUAVE data base consisting of 7 speakers with front view for digits 0-9, uttered ten times is used 

for performance comparison. Among them digits, ‘4’ is found as most discriminative and has been always 

Acknowledged .  SVM are by default binary classifiers. To deal with multiclass problems practice is to deal with 

many SVM, classify   multi-class Naive Bays has no such constrain further experimentation to use shape 

normalized separate inner appearance traits along with geometric visemes of lip needed.  
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